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Introduction 
 

There are far too many affiliates spinning their wheels and wondering where the 
money lies and not enough people putting a simplistic plan into operation that will 
provide them with passive residual income for months (or even years) to come. 
 
You see it every day – posts in Internet marketing forums from people who can t ‟
“get it” or someone who finally made their first sale (after months of trying with no 
luck).  
 
They have no idea how to repeat that single sale, so eventually they ll quit –‟  like 
99% of the other affiliates who can t figure out what the Super Affiliates already ‟
know. 
 
There are a million ideas you can tack onto this simple affiliate strategy. But what 
I m going to divulge to you in the coming pages is all you need to succeed and ‟
generate profits for your online empire. 
 
The one lesson you need to remember is to quit trying to reinvent the wheel! 
 
Everyone always thinks you have to come up with some mind-blowing concept 
that no one else has done, but that s not true. Just learn the right way to work the ‟
system and it ll benefit you financially in both the short and long‟ -term future. 
 
This is true-life plug-n-play affiliate profit, where all you‟re doing is setting up 
machines that work for you on autopilot. Don t get possessive about your ‟
content, trying to perfect every little detail and become best friends with your 
readers.  
 
Build it, and move on. 
 
Perfectionists have a hard time succeeding with affiliate marketing because they 
get bogged down in unimportant details that sap their time and don t contribute ‟
much to the conversion and sales they re able to achieve.‟  
 
And make sure you test various niche markets if you re new to this. If you don‟ ‟t 
have one area of expertise that your sights are set on, then testing different 
niches can help you see what you ll enjoy most in the long run and what will help ‟
you make more money, too. 
 
Important Note: I m going to tell you about the basic plan and the‟ n deliver a 
step-by-step screen shot implementation for you to see so you can follow along 
with your own site! 



The 4 Layers of an Affiliate Marketing Simple 
System 

 
You don t need a ton of expensive memberships or fancy tools with a lengthy ‟
learning curve to make money as an affiliate online.  All you need are four basic 
concepts and systems to pull together. 
 
1.) Ample Affiliate Opportunities 
 
Don t assume there s an affiliate program for every niche topic out there. You ‟ ‟
want abundant opportunities to choose from, not a single half-baked product to 
promote that doesn t convert well or barely pays you what your time is worth.‟  
 
If you go to ClickBank or PayDotCom or a CPA network and find only 1 or 2 
things to promote, then it might be wise to pick a different niche OR choose a 
different path – one that has you creating your own info product since 
competition is minimal. 
 
Conduct this research prior to buying a domain or investing in content (with either 
time or money).  
 
2.) A Home on the Web 
 
Every good affiliate needs a hot spot to post their content and links. Everyone will 
tell you to stick with free web 2.0 sites like Squidoo or Hub Pages, but I m telling ‟
your right now – you want your own domain. 
 
Web 2.0 sites are great for backlinks and traffic but when you want to set the 
rules for yourself and ensure that one day you don t wake up to find your whole ‟
site deleted without warning, then owning a domain is a necessity – not a luxury. 
 
Some people will tell you to only buy dot com domains. I have a different opinion. 
I own dot info domains that do just fine in the SERPs. I ve read other people s ‟ ‟
posts on forums who have had the same experience as me.  
 
3.) Authority Content 
 
Your goal as an affiliate who prospers is to get them into your system for repeat 
sales, not one-time commissions.  To hook your audience for the long-haul, you 
need to learn how to provide a bit of authority and expertise that keeps them 
tuned in to what you have to say – even if someone else wrote it and you re ‟
simply the middle man. 
 



You get positioned as the expert without having to create a product and possibly 
without having to write a single word of content or conduct any research on the 
topic other than basic keyword volume and competition. 
 
4.) A Communication System 
 
Your communication with online customers comes in the form of an automated 
system that leaves you with a primarily hands-off business to run.   
 
Autoresponders are the method of choice for most marketers because you can 
queue up over a years  worth of emails to go o‟ ut on autopilot and do the dirty 
work for you. 
 
Those 4 elements above are all it s going to take to build a financially secure ‟
affiliate empire. Now how you use these four components is where the difference 
between success and failure lies. 
 



Setting Up Your Affiliate Marketing Simple 
System 

 
I think the best way to learn a system is to see it in action, so in the next chapter, 
I m going to walk you through it with a live case study that you can see as you ‟
implement each step on your own. 
 
But let s first go over the basics of how you re going to pull this system together.‟ ‟  
 
First, you re going to want to choose your niche carefully.  Like I said before –‟  go 
with something that delivers ample opportunity, like the dog niche, health niche, 
dating, or golf to name a few examples. 
 
What makes a good niche?  When I search for a niche I ask myself these 
questions: 
 
 Does it have a lot of affiliate programs whose pay is worth my time? Don t ‟

necessarily go off percentages because you d rather have 10% of a $500 ‟
product ($50 in commission) than 50% of a $14 product ($7).  

 Can I find or write a report about it to give away in exchange for their contact 
information? List building is where the long-term money happens for you. 

 Is there enough information on this topic for me to be able to pull together a 
year s worth (or more) of continual weekly emails? (It s been said it takes a ‟ ‟
consumer 7 different times of being exposed to a product before they buy). 

 Is the public buying in this niche? If so, what are they buying? Consumers like 
to be entertained, informed, and they want everything you give them to be 
easy. The last thing you want is to see a lot of sales only to realize they 
turned into fast refunds. 

Next, you want to scout around and seek out the crème de la crème of affiliate 
opportunities for that particular niche. As a soon-to-be super affiliate, your name 
is on the line here – don t dirty up your reputation by promoting less than stellar ‟
products to the subscribers who will be signing up to your list. 
 
Ideally, you‟ll get together a long list of hot products that convert well, that pay 
quite a bit, and that are evergreen in nature – providing commission to you for 
years, not a few months. 
 
Once you have your niche and your affiliate research gathered, you re going to‟  
work on creating plenty of content for two main areas – your blog and your email 
autoresponder system.  
 



A good rule of thumb is to create at least one autoresponder email per week and 
one blog post per day. “But what about article marketing?”  
 
You can feel free to do some article marketing too if you want but here s my way ‟
of thinking about that now – why not put those articles on my own domain (my 
blog) and boost it up as an authority site rather than hand it over for free to an 
article directory?  
 
I think too much emphasis has been put on article marketing when blogging 
should be at the top of the totem pole. 
 
Aside from blogging, you re going to queue up your autoresponder system with ‟
messages that will quench their thirst for information and also give you ample 
opportunity to cash in with your affiliate links. 
 
You don t need to be overwhelmed by the thought of writing a year s worth of ‟ ‟
emails to your customers. You can find time to send out one a week or buy a 
pack of 52 articles on your niche topic that are made from PLR (Private Label 
Rights) and you ll have a ready to use communication system. ‟  
 
Private Label Rights, in case you re not familiar with them, are articles someone ‟
else writes, sold dirt cheap to multiple buyers.  You can put your name on them 
as the author and use them as is or alter them so that they re unique to your ‟
subscribers. 
 
Tiffany Dow sells packs of PLR niche content at her PLR Mini Mart (no 
membership required) that come with a 5-page report you can use as an opt in 
freebie plus 52 articles, helping you instantly achieve one year of communication 
with your customers and prospects.  
 
In order to get those visitors to your site to actually sign up for your emails, you re ‟
going to have to give them something in return. You can make it a report they 
instantly download or the promise to receive periodic lessons from you via email 
(ie: “Sign Up for a FREE 7-Week Course on How to Eliminate Stress for Good!”) 
 
Note: The title of your report is more important than the content itself. Now this 
doesn t mean the inner pages can be pure garbage. You want to show value ‟
after all.  
 
But the title is what will pull them in. Use something such as, “The 3 Word Phrase 
That Will Get Your Dog to Change ANY Behavior You Don t Like!” It sounds ‟
better than just, “Free Dog Training Tips.” 
 
Plug your affiliate links into it and turn it into a PDF file using Adobe. You can get 
five free conversions here: https://createpdf.adobe.com/. When someone signs 
up for the free report, they ll get a download link for it in their first email –‟  and 



every week after that, they ll get an informative, valuable email from you with ‟
another affiliate link in it. 
 
Remember the second element of success with this system – the website?  Well 
it doesn t matter if you put articles on a static web page or lots of small posts on a ‟
blog – but whatever type of page it is, it ll have your autoresponder email capture ‟
form on it. 
 
Some people use a separate, specially designed squeeze page that has nothing 
but a headline, bullet points, and the name capture form. I don t care if you ‟
integrate it into a portion of your blog, but make sure it makes its way onto the 
page above the fold (meaning they don t have to scroll down) so that you can ‟
start building your list. 
 
Important: If you spend any extra time at all on anything in this system, spend it 
on your opt-in area. You want your visitors to convert into subscribers. And make 
sure you find or write valuable email messages and not trash.  
 
With good content for your autoresponders, your subscribers will stay subscribed 
regardless of how often you market to them, providing you with more selling 
opportunities.  
 
Don’t make the mistake of sticking AdSense all over the place – 
if you’re a serious affiliate marketer, you want any clickouts to 
be on high affiliate moneymakers, not piddly pennies per click! 

 
Here s a major mistake many marketers make. They think that since they re ‟ ‟
building a website anyway, why not have as many moneymaking opportunities as 
possible so they at least earn something? 
 
If you take this approach, you re going to see a trickle of AdSense income build ‟
up over a long time rather than waves of affiliate commission flood in on a regular 
basis. 
 
Not only that, but let s say you build up steam and start seeing 2,000 hits a ‟
month – then 5,000, and so on. What if every single visitor clicked on an 
AdSense ad? 
 
Sounds great, right? 
 
Not really. Once those 5k visitors are gone, so is your moneymaking opportunity. 
Imagine adding 5,000 people to your niche list each month. Imagine those 
people investing in the $47 product you re promoting for a 50% commission ‟
rather than a one-time $0.10 AdSense ad. 
 
Sounds a lot better, doesn t it?‟  



 
After all is said and done you have one domain up with content, a free report to 
offer, and an autoresponder system in place, and you repeat it again and again. 
Affiliate marketers raking in the most money are planting seeds all over the 
place. 
 
They don t wait fo‟ r one site to become mega popular - they have dozens of sites 
operating in sync with one another to churn out big commissions based on a 
growing subscriber base and a healthy myriad of affiliate programs to promote. 
 
And don t let it freak you out at the t‟ hought of building dozens of niche sites like 
this. It s very simple to set up a blog on a domain and plug in PLR content to an ‟
autoresponder.  
 
You might do the first few yourself and once the money gets rolling, outsource it 
to a freelance virtual administrative assistant as grunt work that you don t want to ‟
mess with. 
 
So now that you know the system in its basic form, let s see it all unfold with a ‟
real niche. You follow along as I do my sample so that by the time you finish 
reading this course, you have one site completed and then you can repeat it and 
be on your way to increased (or first time) affiliate sales. 
 



Seeing the Affiliate Marketing Simple System 
in Action 

 
So you want to see how it would all work in a real niche? Let s use dogs as our ‟
example.  Dog owners are almost fanatical about investing in knowledge for their 
four-legged friends – they buy everything from what breed to choose to grooming 
and training materials. 
 
As an affiliate for the dog niche, here s how you re going to make this sys‟ ‟ tem 
work for you: 
 
Step 1: Choose a More Narrow Niche 
 
Let s not start out with “dogs” in general. Let s drill down a bit and go with “dog ‟ ‟
training.”  
 
You ll need to drill down yourself. And yeah, gurus will promote all sorts of ‟
complex and expensive tools to help you find a narrow niche but let s keep things ‟
cheap, shall we? 
 
Go to the free Google keyword tool and type in the broadest keyword for the 
niche that you can think of. In our case, it ll be “dog.”‟  
 

 
 
When I type that word in, the very first result that comes up is dog training. There 
are also a lot of dog health topics, which would be another good drilled down 
niche. 
 

 



I also like to then do a search for that narrow keyword phrase – dog training – 
and see what comes up. I m looking for a couple of things. I want to know there ‟
will be info products I can promote and possible tangible products I can promote 
via Amazon. 
 
On the tangible front, I see lots of searches for dog training collars, books, and 
DVDs. And aside from the dog training books also working for info products, I 
see lots of searches for dog training classes, dog training advice, etc.  
 
I could take it even narrower, focusing on puppies or an aspect of training like 
potty training or obedience training. But for right now, I m not. I m going to stick ‟ ‟
with dog training and branch out from there. 
 
I clicked the download link to save this data in an excel spreadsheet – all 800 
keyword phrases of it. I put it in a folder on my desktop. 
 
Step 2: Find Affiliate Products to Promote 
 
Head to my two favorite places 
– ClickBank and PayDotCom. 
Those aren t the only two ‟
affiliate communities available – 
you also have the chance to 
market tangible items through 
sites like Amazon, for example. 
 
In ClickBank, I can instantly see 
a whole list of affiliate options 
when I type in (in quotes) “dog 
training.” The ClickBank products you see almost all pay out at over $20.00 per 
sale.  
 
You want to go through and review each sales letter to see if you feel it will 
convert well. Then use the Create Hoplink to create a file of your affiliate links. 
You ll want to cloak them, of course –‟  but have the raw link on file for your own 
records. There are 30 products listed on ClickBank at the time of this writing 
specifically for dog training. 
 
Next head to PayDotCom and check out what s there. ‟  
 
Now you can go with smaller, more niche specific products to promote, or go with 
a more broad dog training product that has a higher price tag (and ultimately 
more commission for you). 
 
 

 



In the 
PayDotCom 
system, you 
see 
products 
specific to 
each breed, 
but you also 
see a $97 
product with 
a 50% 
payout that 
covers dog 
training in 

general. You ll want to pick and choose ‟ among the pages of product possibilities 
based on how you set up your email capture system to promote your free report. 
 
If you have a site specifically for Pekingese dog owners, then go with that eBook. 
But mix it up and see if the higher priced product converts better with the same 
crowd. You want to give them many choices on what they buy.  
 
If you decide you do want to promote tangibles, go to Amazon and see what 
types of things are available in your niche. Conducting a quick scan for dog 
training, I find print books, dog training collars, DVDs, whistles, clickers and 
more. 
 
Step 3: Set Up Your Home on the Web 
 
It can be a WordPress blog on your own domain or a minisite with a squeeze 
page on it or a full-on content site with hundreds of articles – it doesn t matter ‟
which one. 
 
I m going to buy a dot info domain –‟  because I believe in them. Also, this is 
random and funny to see through a non marketer s eye, but I asked several of ‟
my non-marketing friends about domain extensions. 
 
I said, “You know how there are dot coms and dot nets and dot govs? What do 
you think of when you hear about a dot info domain? What initial thing would you 
consider that site to be?” 
 
All of them said they d consider it an information website ‟ - an authority site. They 
wouldn t ex‟ pect to see a sales letter there (consumers avoid sites they think will 
do nothing but sell to them if they re just searching for information). They would ‟
expect to find valuable information there that s not biased.‟  
 

 



So let s think about that, then. If you‟ , as an affiliate, have a dot info domain and 
you construct it PROPERLY with good information so that when they land, they 
see value and get freebies (via an opt in), they re going to have a good first ‟
impression of your site. 
 
I go to NameCheap.com, where I like to buy my dot info domains for $0.89 a pop, 
and I open up my previously downloaded keyword list for dog training and I try to 
see what domain I can buy with the largest volume of keyword searches and the 
smallest number of competitors. But a lot of it has to do with common sense and 
gut instinct. 
 

 
 
I decide, after looking at a bunch of keyword results, that I d like to go with dog‟ -
training-book.info because after I discovered that the plural version was taken 
already, I did another keyword search for “dog training books” and found that the 
singular version was also good in search volume.   
 
I also went to Google to type the keyword phrase in with quotes and see how 
many competing pages there were.   
 

 
 
I found 47,000 competing pages and according to Google, there are 14,800 
searches per month for that specific keyword phrase. More if you count other 
similar phrases, such as “ dog training book reviews” or “best dog training book.”  
 
So for $1.07 (including taxes), I bought the domain www.dog-training-book.info.  
 
Now I want to put a blog on that domain. You can do your site however you like – 
but I know that Google likes blogs that have regular content posted to them, and I 
think it s personally easier than managing static web pages. ‟  
 
To show you how to upload the blog, we re going to use ‟ Hostgator. On your 
dashboard, you ll see your Nameservers listed on t‟ he left sidebar of the dash. 
You ll need to go back into ‟ NameCheap.com (or wherever you purchased your 
domain), and switch the Nameservers so that they reflect your hosting account. 
 
Within Hostgator, first we want to add the domain to the hosting account. Click 
the Addon Domains button first.  

 



 
Type in your domain info and the other data will auto-fill for you. Create a 
password for the domain and click Add Domain at the bottom. 
 

 
 
Then after you ve added the domain, you ll want to launch the blog. On your ‟ ‟
dashboard, click the Fantastico button: 
 

 
 
On the left sidebar, you ll want to click the WordPress link under the Blogs ‟
section.  
 

 
 
It will take you to a screen where you can then click new Installation. 
 

 
 
The next screen is where you ll fill in all of your site admin details. Now if you ‟
want the main site to be where the blog is hosted, as I do, then you leave the 
spot blank where it says, “Install in directory.”  However, maybe you want to put 



an opt in squeeze page on the home page – if that s the case, then you might ‟
want to put the word blog in that space, so that the blog s URL will be located at ‟
dog-training-book.info/blog which is how many people do it.  
 

 
 
Then click Finish Installation when you re th‟ rough. On the last page, it will give 
you a URL for where you re supposed to log into your blog. It will look something ‟
like this: 
 
http://dog-training-book.info/wp-admin/ 
 
Pat yourself on the back because you re the proud new owner of a piece of ‟
virtual real estate with a LOT of profit potential! Let s take a look at our simple ‟
creation – it s time to learn how to spiff it up a bit. In its raw state, our new blog ‟
looks like this: 



 
 
You see the blog title, the first post (Hello world!), a comment waiting in that post, 
an About Us page, and a blogroll of links. We re going to make this look better for ‟
our niche marketing pursuits. 
 
Now if you buy PLR that includes graphics, then you may be able to upload the 
theme here and go with that. Since I like to keep things cost effective, I m going ‟
to hunt down a free dog theme. 
 
I conduct a search on Google and discover this site that has many free 
WordPress themes: http://www.freewpthemes.net - and I find a great dog theme 
to download.  
 
Download the zip file by right clicking on it and save it to your desktop. Then 
unzip the file – you re going to be uploading the theme to your hosting account so ‟
that you can activate it on your new blog. 
 



You want to upload the entire contents of that folder in your directory. I like to use 
CuteFTP to just drag the entire folder over, but you may use another FTP tool or 
even do it manually. 
 
You want to put your theme folder in the wp-content file, inside the themes folder. 
Now when I go into my Hostgator account and click on dog-training-book.info 
inside the wp-content file and themes folder, I will see the folder I just uploaded, 
which in this case is called best friends. 
 

 
 
To activate it, you need to log into the dashboard of your blog. Remember that 
URL the system told you to bookmark whenever you inserted a blog on the 
domain? Go to that and sign in. 
 
Click on Appearances and it will take you to the Themes section. Under available 
themes, you should see your new theme. Click on it and when it pops up, choose 
“Activate (theme name)” in the upper right corner: 
 

 
 
Open a new window or tab and make sure that your new blog theme is now 
working. Here s what our new theme looks like:‟  



 

 
 
That looks a lot more professional, doesn t it? Normally, I might take a lot more ‟
time to find the right color scheme I preferred, etc. But for our sample I won t. ‟
And you can always buy a theme or find another one that you like better and 
change it easily. 
 
Let s set up our blog now, working our way up from the bottom of the dashboard. ‟
Click on Settings  Permalinks. Choose Custom Structure and type this into the 
blank space: /%postname%.html – what this does is allow the URLs to include 
your keyword phrases, and this helps you get found in the search engines. Click 
Save Changes. 
 
Next, click the Privacy link and make sure that for blog visibility, it s set to allow ‟
your blog to be visible to everyone, including search engines. Under General 
Settings, fill in the tagline spot – and try to use a relevant keyword. So going back 
to Google keyword tool, I decide to use this motto for my site: 
 

“Best Dog Training Book Reviews” 
 
After saving, it automatically updates in the header image: 
 



 
 
Go to Plugins and you ll see Akismet. Click Activate. You have to know what your ‟
WordPress AKI key is for that. This plugin helps keep spam at bay. 
 
Now I want you to skip up to where it says Comments and click that – delete the 
comment that s in there. Then click the Links‟  button and delete all of those links. 
Go to the Posts section and delete the first post.  
 
Now you re working with a clean slate, so I want you to work with your widgets. ‟
This is where you ll need to grab some affiliate product items and links, so open a ‟
new window or tab to work with those.  
 
Click Appearance  Widgets 
 
On the right of your blog is an empty sidebar. You re going to fill that. Now ‟
remember we re not going to add AdSense to this blog because we want each ‟
clickout to be to a higher paying affiliate product.  
 
I go to ClickBank and in the marketplace, type in “dog training” and order by 
Gravity. I find a great sales page for a product that pays out $30.71. I grab a 
hyperlink for that and now I m going to put a picture of the ecover in the side‟ bar 
so that it s hyperlinked with my ClickBank URL. I normally don t bother cloaking ‟ ‟
links unless it s within the Internet marketing niche, because the average ‟
consumer knows nothing about stealing commissions. 
 
So my ClickBank link is: 
 
http://cfbe015bd7052fefpp1lbr4w86.hop.clickbank.net/ 
 
I want to use this code to put in my sidebar, so first I drag a Text widget into my 
sidebar. It automatically opens up, where I can put a title and some code before 
saving and closing the widget tool. The code will look like this: 
 
<a href="http://www.hyperlinkcode.com"><img 
src="http://hyperlinkcode.com/images/sample-image.gif"></a>  
 



The image of the eBook will now be in the sidebar and it will be hyperlinked to 
the product. Make sure you always click through and go to the order button so 
that you can see if your ClickBank ID is at the very bottom of the order form. It 
should say, [affiliate=YourID]. If it doesn t, you won t get credit!‟ ‟  
 
Under that widget, add a Links widget. Here, you can showcase all of the links 
you re about to put in your blogroll. We can use text hyperlinks instead of ‟
hyperlinked images and list many products found on ClickBank and PayDotCom. 
 
You can go ahead and add a few other widgets if you want to – I ve added a ‟
search box, recent comments (for social proof), archives, pages and posts.  
 
Now it s time to go to the Links section on your blog. You can go through ‟
ClickBank and PayDotCom and even use search results pages on Amazon to 
create links to pages your visitors may find useful. 
 
Click Add New on this page. Then fill out the form – it will ask for a title, the web 
URL, and a hover description if you want to give it. Make sure you choose to 
have the page open in a new window, so that they don t have to leave your site. ‟  
 
So now my sidebar also has a whole list of ClickBank links and I haven t even ‟
made a dent in how many are on there. 
 

 
 
 
Alright we are ready to begin populating this blog with some content! Are you the 
do it yourself type or do you prefer to load a blog up with content written by 
others?  
 
 Step 4: Find (or Create) Your Content 
 



You re going to need two types of content –‟  first for your autoresponders, which 
is either the promise of an email course that spans over a few weeks or days or a 
PDF report that gets your visitors to fork over their name and email address, and 
your email communications that will get plugged into your autoresponder 
systems. 
 
You can find PLR content easy by going to Google and typing in your niche 
keyword and then the acronym PLR. So in this case you d type in “dog training ‟
PLR” without the quotes. So here s what Google unveils to me for the first five ‟
results. 
 
From first glance, it looks awesome – I see articles, eBooks, interviews with 
experts – even audio and graphics in some packages! Lots of good stuff to offer 
free and use as on-going content mixed with affiliate links. 
 
The list goes on for a long time, so you ll want to sift through the sites and ‟
determine who offers what and for the best price. Once you find someone whose 
writing is of top quality, bookmark the site for your future autoresponder emails: 
 

 
 
There are two other options for you in creating content. You can write it yourself 
or outsource the writing task to a freelance service provider on a site like 
Elance.com.  



If you outsource it, expect to pay approximately $10 per page for decent writing – 
more if you want perfectly polished content. Make sure you question what a 
“page” is for the writer.  
 
Some will use large font and you only get 250 words to a page where others will 
use smaller font and spacing, so you get 400+ words to a page for the same 
amount.  
 
And always check the content through a site like CopyScape to see if the writer 
has plagiarized the deliverables. Even at $10 per page, you re supposed to be ‟
getting 100% unique and original content. 
 
If you feel confident writing content yourself, then here s what you re going to do:‟ ‟  
 
Create either a 5 page report or a weekly or daily email lesson for your 
autoresponder series. These can be 250 words a piece and you can hyperlink to 
one of the products that you re promoting OR, send them to one of your blog ‟
posts. 
 
Create one 250-word blog post daily using a keyword phrase from the list that 
you initially downloaded. You want to use it in the title of the post, in the first 
sentence, and again somewhere in the end of the post. Tag the blog post with 
your keyword.  
 
If you get antsy, feel free to write more than one and just queue them up in your 
blog for a later date. To do this, on the Add New Blog Post page, just click the 
Edit button next to Publish Immediately. This will open up the following screen 
where you can set the exact date and time you want the blog post to go live! 
 

 
 
Step 5: Plug Your Content and Links Into Your Autoresponder 
 



Let s say you buy a pack of 52 dog training articles. Gather 52 (if possible) ‟
affiliate product links from your niche and in each email you plug into your 
system, add a link to one of the ones you choose to promote. 
 
One of the most popular autoresponder systems you can use is Aweber. When 
you log into Aweber, click the top where it says Create and Manage Lists. Then 
click Create a New List. 
 
You ll be asked to pick a unique‟  list name, give it a description, and include some 
contact information.  
 

 
 
Go to Step 2, where you can customize the initial confirmation to the subscription 
email. Save the list settings.  
 
Next click Messages and then choose Follow Up. This is where you ll queue up ‟
all of your coming emails. Space them daily, every 3-4 days or weekly – 
whatever you want to do. 
 
Paste the title and message into the follow up and save it. You have the option of 
tracking clicks or leaving them as is. If you choose tracking, Aweber will make it 
look different, so if you want to brand your site name, don t track clicks. Make ‟
sure you test a message or two to see if you re doing it correctly. ‟  
 
Now you want to create a web form to put on your blog or website so that you 
can start building a list! 
 
Click the Web Forms link at the top of Aweber. Then click Create Web Form. It 
gives you many options, but make sure you choose something that will fit in the 
sidebar of your blog or whatever space you have for your form.  
 
Choose from one of the new Aweber templates or design it any way you like. 
Then click Save Web Form and Go To Step 2. Click Go to Step 3 (unless you 
want to name this form) and choose “I Will Install My Form” and the Raw HTML 
version. Copy the code it gives you because we re going to plug it into our blog ‟
sidebar in a widget. 
 



Open up the widgets area as you did before and add a Text widget at the very 
top of the sidebar. Paste the code into the box, save and close the widget. Now 
go to your domain and make sure the opt in box works by signing up for the list 
yourself. 
 

 
 



Putting Your System on Autopilot 
 
Once your emails are set up and each one has an affiliate link in it, you re free to ‟
move on to another niche – or another portion of the niche. In this example, 
we ve used dog training, so now you might head into the dog grooming sub‟ -
niche.  
 
Or, choose a different evergreen niche like health, golf, or dating and use the 
same method to set up another autopilot sales system. 
 
Over the coming days, weeks, and months, you ll see your subscription list grow. ‟
You ll see new sales popping up on your radar, and it will increase as new people ‟
join your list and word spreads of the great free, valuable information you give 
away. 
 
In the meantime, after it s set up (or after ‟ you outsource it to someone else), 
you re free to go about your business managing other online business ventures ‟
or even just enjoying the money you re earning on a regular basis.‟  
 
Don t get bogged down in one on one relationships with your list subscriber‟ s or 
worrying about what your subscribers will think when you blast a message out to 
promote another product.  
 
If you want to work on your own newsletter and personal branding system, go for 
it – but that s not what ‟ this system is intended to do. This affiliate money machine 
serves one sole purpose – to generate autopilot income and nothing else. 
 
Let s look at someone who s already using the weekly promotional system. This ‟ ‟
site is located at www.DogProblems.com and as you ll notice, the right side of the ‟
screen gives visitors the option of signing up for a weekly tip email. 
 

 
 



That s all ‟ you need to do – set up a simple site, stick an autoresponder opt in box 
up, and begin building a list that will receive weekly tips (with an affiliate link) in 
the email communications. 
 
This site does a great job of giving away a lot of free information up front in the 
form of categorical articles – from dog biting to potty training. Some marketers 
mistakenly think they can save their good stuff for paid content, but you first have 
to build trust with your visitor and impress them enough to sign up to your list. 
 
With a similar site in your niche, you ll be able to command the respect of other ‟
sites that will link to you as a great resource, helping you build your list even 
more.   
 
The more your list grows, and the more sites you set up in this fashion, the more 
money you ll make, period.‟  
 
Notice how this compares to the hunt and peck method of article marketing 
where many affiliates are sticking a single article with a bio box up and hoping to 
cash in every day of the week? 
 
It s just not going to work without massive content creation, but with an ‟
autoresponder system, you can use plug-in PLR and not have to worry about: 
 
1.) Unique content 

2.) Acceptance by article directory reviewers 

3.) Link rules (like no affiliate links, number of links, etc.) 
 
Instead, your content will be housed in private – delivered directly to their inbox 
and you can position whatever links you want wherever you want them in the 
body of the email. 
 
“But what about people who get offended when you try to sell to 

them in every email you send out?” 
 
Look – this system is meant to run on autopilot. Let it weed out those who are 
offended. You ll keep pl‟ enty of subscribers who are content with the promotions 
as long as they keep getting decent tips in their emails, which you ll do, of ‟
course. 
 
Don t sweat the unsubscribed list. Just accept it as part of the system and keep ‟
doing what you re doing. Your earnings will reflect that you re doing something ‟ ‟
right. 



Taking Your Affiliate Marketing Simple 
System to the Next Level 

 
Now that it s set up, you want to make it work wonders for your bank account. ‟
Know how to do it? Build an even bigger list. 
 
First of all, you want to learn how to clone your customers  subscriptions. This ‟
isn t some high‟ -tech science experiment. All you re doing is finding a new niche ‟
the same people on list A will like and have them sign up to list B. 
 
Now you ve doubled your selling potential and you didn t have to go out and try to ‟ ‟
find and secure a single new customers. This is known as cross-promotional 
sign-ups. 
 
So for our dog training list, you might occasionally mention that they may want to 
take a look at a great dog grooming site. Even though list A (dog training) is only 
signed up to get information for training, chances are they re also interested in ‟
the grooming aspect of being a dog owner – but not everyone will bite. 
 
Some dog owners want to learn how to make Fido stop barking, but for 
grooming, they ll just head down to the local pet groomers instead. However, a ‟
portion of your list will be interested, and they ll be buying both dog training and ‟
dog grooming information from your affiliate links. 
 
Other cross-promotional sign up examples: 
 
 Promote an exercise list to a golf list 

 Promote a diet list to an exercise list 

 Promote an anti-aging list to a Baby Boomer dating list 
 
…and so on.   
 
If you have to, sit down and brainstorm a demographic for your lists and then see 
what characteristics they share. For instance, singles are interested in dating – 
but they also want to learn how to make more money, how to stave off the aging 
process, and get free beauty tips. 
 
It doesn t have to be a hard push to get your subscribers from o‟ ne list to another 
– just mention it in passing as something they may want to check out. After all, 
your second list will have another valuable freebie for them, so there s nothing ‟
they have to pay out of pocket to get information that might interest them up 
front. 
 



Another thing you can do to increase your list building effectiveness is to add on 
the other marketing methods you already know. Anything to drive traffic to your 
subscription pages such as social bookmarking, article marketing, and forum 
marketing with a signature file will help build your list and ultimately – your 
affiliate paychecks. 
 
They re not a necessity if you re blogging regularly and attracting search engine ‟ ‟
spiders, but every little bit helps, so whatever you can accomplish with your time 
or budget, do the tasks that help you get more traffic. 



Don’t Make These Three Critical Mistakes 
 
There are three big mistakes low level affiliates are making on a routine basis 
that keep them from succeeding at the level they want to operate on. 
 
Mistake #1:  Don’t Invest in a Good Autoresponder Tool 
 

Warning never ever skimp on a cheapo autoresponder 
 
Your autoresponder tool is the crux of your whole operation. The entire thing is 
set up on autopilot, and if it crashes, you re going to lose your ent‟ ire affiliate 
operation. 
 
Skimp on your autoresponder and it might cause you to return to square one with 
your earnings. I recommend Aweber – it s the tool of choice for most marketers ‟
and has a high level of support that helps your emails get through to various 
ISPs. 
 
Mistake #2: Go After the Make Money Niche (when you haven’t made any)  
 
Look, I know right now you re absorbing all you can about making money online. ‟
You see products everywhere teaching you how to make money overnight, and it 
makes you drool. 
 
So your first instinct is to go after the make money niche – after all, it has you 
hooked, doesn t it?  Here s why you don t want to go after the make money niche ‟ ‟ ‟
– all of your subscribers will know what you re up to!‟  
 
Try promoting to people who are also learning the tools of the trade is more 
difficult. Some of them opt out the minute they see two promotions in a row (so 
you get a much higher opt out rate).  
 
Others will know that you re using affiliate links and they ll go buy the same ‟ ‟
product through their own link, effectively stealing your commission out from 
under you.   
 
Dog owners, singles, and golfers (for example) don t pick your emails apart as a ‟
marketing strategy. To them, you re just a great guy (or girl) delivering fantastic ‟
free information to them on a regular basis.  
 
Mistake #3: Starting Off Soft and Leading to a Hard Sell 
 
When someone signs up to your list, they get a feel for who you are right off the 
bat. Do you email daily, weekly, monthly? Do you have a promotional link in 
every email, or every once in a blue moon? 



 
Get them primed to receive affiliate links in every single email by starting out with 
a system that does it early on. Don t send out four emails with no links and ‟
suddenly begin bombarding them with sales pitches. They won t react well. ‟  
 
Get Started! 
 
Don t delay your affiliate success by trying to make this harder than it is. Start by ‟
finding your niche, gathering great PLR, and plugging in your affiliate links. Set 
up your domain and your system runs itself! 
 
Wash, rinse, repeat. 
 
If you want to use site building software to make your domain look a little more 
professional, go for it.  You don t have to hire an expensive graphic designer to ‟
do this.  
 
You can also outsource unique product creation if you prefer not to use Private 
Label Rights or spend time writing your own reports and emails. If you do 
outsource, you can try a site like Elance or Rentacoder. 
 
Your autoresponders don t have to be long newsletter length. Some just provide ‟
a catchy headline based on something in the news. For instance, when I type 
into Google the phrase, “dog training news,” I get the San Francisco SPCA site 
as one of my results. 
 
On it, it talks about how they re launching classes dubbed the “Harvard for Dog ‟
Trainers” based on positive reinforcement techniques. So you could use that as 
your hook and just give them a tiny bit of information about it followed by a short 
ending that says, “To learn more about positive reinforcement, visit _________.” 
Coincidentally, your link will be to an affiliate program you promote that teaches 
this exact same method. 
 
Many people prefer short tidbits of information they can choose to read more 
about (or not). You can do a mix and see which type converts into more sales – a 
longer email from you or a short teaser with a link to more information. 
 
Remember – while everyone s busy branding their name on the „net for their ‟
niche, you ll be worry‟ -free about who s thinking what of you. Your business will ‟
be void of the burden of personal branding. 
 
Not only that, but you won t worry about if you re marketing the “right” way. You ll ‟ ‟ ‟
just do it and see what kind of affiliate commissions you generate. If you re ‟
always worried about unsubscribes, you might prevent yourself from making as 
much money as you want to. 
 



You ll start limiting the number of affiliate links you put in, or you ll spend more ‟ ‟
than enough logical time scouting out the “perfect” product to promote. With your 
name absent from the equation, you ll only be worrying about where to plan your ‟
next vacation with all of your affiliate earnings that you raked in last month. 
 
“But what about JVs and web 2.0 – you haven t touched on that yet?”‟  
 
What about them? Forget about leveraging other people s traffic and building ‟
content on other people s networks. Focu‟ s your efforts solely on your own 
networks and you ll reap the rewards in a bigger way.‟  
 
“Shouldn t I be making my OWN product to promote to my list?”‟  
 
Sure, if you want more work to do!  There s no need to build your own product ‟
and launch affiliate programs of your own and network for joint venture deals. If 
you want to stay really busy, then go for it. 
 
But the system as I ve described it is all you need to be financially secure with ‟
affiliate marketing. You can feed off of affiliate programs for a long time, moving 
one visitor from one offer to another and keeping them within your own network 
to buy for as long as they re hungry for more information.‟  
 
This system is basically similar to what AdSense income is all about – only the 
return on your investment is more lucrative than AdSense. You still abide by the 
same tactics – mass valuable content and strategic links. 
 
The only difference is you re capturing names and promoting higher priced ‟
products.  More is better – and don t pay attention as much to con‟ versions per 
site as you do to your entire affiliate earning increase from month to month. 
 
You may actually see a small trickle of traffic to your site, but you have a hundred 
sites, so that small number of sign-ups is actually growing your list pretty 
healthily. Or, you might have only five sites, but a ton of traffic. As long as your 
list grows, you re good to go.  ‟  
 
I m going back to what I said earlier in this report:‟  
 
Quit trying to reinvent the wheel! 
 
Don t make this hard on yourself. Don t spend mo‟ ‟ nths trying to learn SEO 
(Search Engine Optimization) or thousands of dollars on professional web 
designs and unique content from the top ghostwriters on the web. 
 
Clone your success - don t try to build on it with one site. Do this, and keep your ‟
perfectionist mindset out of the loop, and you ll learn just how potent‟  the Kung fu 
Affiliate Marketing secrets -System can be for your financial health. 
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